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American Institute of 'Physics

/The American institute of Physics was founded in 1931., It is chartered as a membership.corporation
with leading societies in the fields of physics and astronomy as memliers. The Institute combines into one
operating agency those functions which can best be dome by the societies jointly. Its'puoose is the ad-
Vancement ,and diffusion-of the knowledge of physics and its applications to human welfare.

To this end the Institute publishes scientific journals,lorovides abstracting and indeximg-services, serves
the public by making available to the press and other channels of public information reliable communica-
tions on physics and astronomy and their progress, carries on extensive manpOwer activitie-s7encourages and

;I.
ofassists in the documentation and study of.the history and philosophy ot recent physics, cooperates with

local, national and international organizations devoted to physics and related sciences and fosters the rela-
tions of the science of physics to other sciences and to the arts and industries.

The Manpower Statistics Division provides reliable information on the compose on and dynamics of the
scientific labor force and educational system to. the physics community for u n self- assessment. Its pro-
gram %involves regular data collection and anal} sis. information dissemination and report publication; advis-

ternalP society, and national groups on survey instrument design, and aiding in the development of sta-
tistically relevant and efficiently organized data bases
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Iptioduction
. .

While stability marks the tenor of scientific employment,
changes, sometimes diamatic but more typically gradual, do
occur. This 1980 profile provides an overview of such pat-
terns of stability and change aipong members of the AIP
member societies: The Americdn Physidal Society, Optical
Society of America, Acoustical Society of America, The So-
ciety of Rheology, American Association of Physics Teach-
ers, American Crystallographic Association, Ame an As-
tronomical Society, American Association of Phys cists in
Medicine, and American Vacuum Society. Particula atten-
tion is paid to the 1980 employment situation of society
members, examining employer, work activity and subfield
distributions, and analyzing variations in salary level in
some detail The extent and nature of employment and sala-
ry changes between 1979 and 1980 are also outlined for those
society members who resi)onded'in both years.

Data for this report were drawn from a small random
sample of U. S. and Canadian members of the AIP member
societies, originally surveyed in 1979 and queried again in
1980 The profile data refer only to individuals who were still
members in 1980. Individuals who dropped society member.
ship between 1979 and 1980 are discussed separately in Ap-
pendix C.-The methodology, definitions, and limitations.of
this study along with copies of the questionnaire instruments
used are presented in Appendices D, E, and F, respectively.
It should be noted that data in this report refer only to indi-
viduals who were already members of one of the AIP mem-

18%
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ber societies in 1979. Currently the sample is being expanded
to bring in new society members and to better represent some-
of the smaller societies. Results of this expansion will be re-
flected in next year's profile.

The body of this report consists of text, illustrative figures,
and a few basic tables. Detailed tables presenting more ex-
tensive data on the variables discussed here can-be found
immediately following the profile in Appendix A.

Background Data

The to&al membership of the nine AIP member societies
reflects considerable diversity.' PhyOcists, astronomers,
chemists, other scientists, and engineers are all represented
with engineers being the second largest group after physi-
cists. While the geographical distribution of society mem-
bers is widespread, they are somewhat more heavily concen-
trated'on the east and west coasts as illustrated in Fig. 1. In
-comparison to the total U. S. population they are more
strongly represented in the Pacific, Mountain, New Eng-
land, and Middle Atlantic regions and underrepresented in
the Central states. It should also be noted that approximate-
ly 15% of the membership are foreign members living
abroad; only thpse residing in Canada (nearly 3% of all soci-
ety members) were contacted in this study.

Two-thirds of the society members hold Ph.D 's and they
are relatively young, 40% having received their degrees
since 1970. Few society members, on the other hand, are
women or U. S. citizen minorities, 5% respectively.

4%

5%

J

--7-

15%.

111111

---3%---

11111111;i,

111

'1111111
11111111111

21% 's

16%

141

FIG. 1 Regional distribution of society members in the U.S., 1980.

T.p

'Special acknowledgment is given to Selina Malherbe for her valued as-
, sistaiii.:e in the preparatiiin and 'production of thi's'repori.
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'See "A1P Member Societies Entering the 1980's lAlP Pub R-297,
September 19801 the initial report on data from the 1979 survey. for a

fuller discussion of this diversity
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Employment 1980

Most society members are employed full-time, with the
unemployment rate in 1980 falling below 1%.' Figures 2 and
3 show where respondents were employed and what they
were doing in 1980. Over half of the society members were
employed outside of academe with industry being the prima-
ry nonacademic employer, work activities were broadly di-
versified. These distributions are very similar td those ob-
served in 1979 with a slight increase in industrial
employment and applied research and a slight decline in uni-
versity employment, basic research and teaching.

Those society members who are industrially employed are
relatively concentrated, over one-third of them are located in
19 companies As illustrated in Fig. 4 these large companies
each employ between one and five percent of the society
members working in industry. The long tail on the curve
reflects the large number of companies where only a few
physicists were employed Although not as pronounced, uni-
versity emiloyment is also rather concentrated with one-
fifth of the niversity physics faculty, for example, working
at the 19 largest institutions When four-year colleges, with
their smaller staffs, are included in the base there is more
dispersion.

Ty pe of employment reflected a v ariety,of factors, several
of them are summarized in Fig 5 Ph Dis, older scientists,
females, astronomers, and individuals itNlved in teaching
and basic research are more likely to be aiployed in aca-
deme and less likely to be employed in nonacademic areas
than Masters and Bachelors, younger scientists, males, engi-
neers, and those involved in applied research, dbvelopment,
and design'.

One of the striking aspects of Fig. 5 is the heavier involve-
ment of the more recent Ph D.'s in nonacademic employ-
ment. Figure 6 explores this relationship in more depth A
declining proportion of university employed Ph D 's can

60

55

50
Other 3%

45 Secondary
School 4%

FER&DC 10%

40
Colleges 6%

35 Government 10%

30

25.

20
Universities 36% Industry 30%

15

10

5

0
ACADEMIC NONACADEMIC

FIG 2. type of employers, 1980.

N
first be observed in the 19b5-69 degree cohort, the decline
continuing among the more recent degree recipients. Indus-
trial employment on the other hand absorbs an increasingly
larger proportion of the Ph D. cohorts from 1970 on Part of
this pattern has been due to increasing industrial employ-
ment opportunities and lagging academic ones, the latter
further diminished by the large proportion of tenured 1 41
and associate professors (nearly 85%) among the current fac-
ulty. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the large bulk of these associate
and full professors are still a number of years from retire-
ment limiting the opportunities for upward Mobility of the
new assistant professors.

Ironically, this lack of prospects for academic mobility
coupled with increasingly high salaried industrial opportu-
nities may have the effect /of creating a shortage where but a
few years ago there was an apparent oversupply Supporting
evidence can be found in later sections on salary and
mobility.

Subfields

Society members wo ked in a wide variety of Fields and
suVelds in 1980 Tw -thirds of them were employed in
Physics and Astrono y with Solid StatePhysics, Astron-
omy and Astrophysics, Physics Education, Optics, Nuclear
Physics, Acoustics, and Plasma Physics being the largest
Nearly 15% were employed in Engineering, particularly
Electronic, Electrical, and Systems Engineering, another
15% were employed in other sciences particularly Chemis-
try, Computer Science, and Materials Science. Finally a
small proportion, 5%, were employed in nonscititice activi-
ties with major emphasis on Educational and General
Adrininistration.

Since Ph.D.'s and advanced graduate students make up
three-quarters of the society members, they also predomi-
nate in most subfields, particularly in such subfields as Ele-
mentary Partiqles, Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Nuclear
Physics. Nonstucient masters and bachelors degree holders
are more likely to be found in Physics Education, Acoustics,
Optics, Engineering, and Computer Science.

Applied research
20%

Development,
Design, and
Engineering
15%

Administrative
and other
15%

The unemployment rate is the number of individuals unemployed seek-
ing employment divided by the labor force The figure in 1980 was 0 9%

Basic research
25%,

Teaching
25%

FIG. 3. Primary work activity, 1980.
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FIG. 4. Distribution of industrially employed members by
company, 1980.
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TABLE 1. Professional self-identification of society members in selected subfields of work, 1980
I

PROFESSIONAL SELF-IDENTIFICATION

Pnmanly Physicist'
,

Primarily Engineer' Pnmanly Other Scientist"
.

Subfields
of Work:

Elementary Particles
Nuclear Physics
Plasma Physics
Physics Education, College
Solid State Physics
Atomic and Molecular Physics
Medical Physics

Chefiugal Engineenng .

Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering

4'
, A,

Chemistry ,
Psychology

...
Astronomy

.

Physicist and Engineer`. . Physicist and Other Scientists'
k 4

- % Physicist % Engineer % Physicist % Other Scientist

u s

bf Work: '

. 70__________X__ 50 50 Astronomer 4.
50 50 vaned
50, 50 vaned
40 60 Chemist, Engineer
40 60 Mathematician
30 70 Chemist

i

Fluid Dynamics 60 30

Acoustics . ' 45 40

Systems Engineering 4 45 50

'Aeronautical and Astronautical 40 50

General Engineering 40 - 60

Electronic Engineering 30 70

. 4

_Astrophysics
Computer Science
Earth.and Environmental
Materials Science
Mathematics and Statistics

-Chemical Physics

19% or more of society members working in4hese areas identify themselves as physicists and engineers, respectively
"84Ti or more of the society members working in these areas identify themselves witl{the indicated field.

'r- 'Figures are rounded to the nearest 5% They will not always total 100%, since other minor self - identification may be present

\

Not unexpectedly in societies affiliated with the American
Institute of Physics many of the largest employment sub-
fields consist primarily of members who identify*themselves
as physicists. Elementary Particles, Nuclear Physics, Plas-
mas, *Physics Education, Solid State Physics, Atomic and
Molecular Physics, and Medical Physics providing the clear-
est examples. However, this, is not the case in all areas. As
Table r illustrates n several fields and subfields one can find

------:4 working a mixtpre el* society members with varying profes.-
sional self-id1ntiftations. Engineers and physicists are both
heavily involved in areas such as Optibs, Fluid Dynamics,
Acoustics, Systems, Aeronatitical and Astronautical,. Elec-
tronic and General Engineering. Chemists and physicists arei * z. .

DEGREE IN PHYSICS

WORKING IN
PHYSICS

WORKING IN_

iii ENGINEERING

heavily involved in Materials Science and Chemical Physics,
while an equal number pf astronomers and physicists can be
found working in Astrophysics; In contrast there are some
areas of work where few society members identified them-
selves as physicists. Mechanical, Chemical, and Electrical
Engineering, Asttonomy (in marked contrast to the situa-
tion in Astrophysics), Chemistry, and Psychology.

Professional self-identification reflects a variety of factors,
field of degree and field of work both playing a major part
Figure 8 illustrates this relationship for society members
with degrees in the two largest 'fields: Physics and Engineer-
ing. Not unexpectedly where field of degree and work are the
,same, professional self-identification is quite predictable. Of

..

LEGEND: PHYSICIST E3 ENGINEER CI OTHER M
----.

WORKING IN
PHYSICS

DEGREE IN ENGINEERING

WORKING IN
ENGINEERING

I

10 20 3Q 40 50,
PROFESSIONAL SELF IDENTIFICATION ( %)

I 41' 1

60 70
I 1

80 90 100

. FIG. 8. Professional self-identification by selected, degree and work fields.
-..
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TABLE 2 Major subfields of decline and growth between degree arid
current work, 1980

Percent change Degree
Selected subfields Degree/Work N.

Work
N.

Decline
.1114Nuclear Physics 64 183 66

Low Temperature Physics 60 47 19

Elementary Particles and Fields 48 '134 70
Atomic and Molecular Physics,. 45 94 52
Solid State Physics 41 207 122

Growth
Medical Physics + 163 19, 50
Optics + 104 47 96
Acoustics + 91 33 63 .

%Geophysics + 64 11 18

more interest, perhaps, is what happens when degree and
work fields diverge. Half of the physics degree holders now
werkiiig in Engineenng still consider themselves physicists,
nearly half consider themselves engineers. Engineenng de-
gree holders now working in Physics, on the other hand, are
more likely to retain their identification as engineers, only
one-fifth consider themselves physicists. Litt lg is known;
about when these changes in professional identification oc-
cur and what impact they may have on ensuing careers.

As the foregoing discussion suggests, scientific subfields
of work are not rigidly structured. There is a frequent flux of
individuals between fields and subfields. A degree,either
bachelors, masters, or Ph.D., in a given field or subfield does
not mean that an individual will necessarily continue to
work in that area. In _fact among society members who-are

OTHER SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
SUBFIELDS WITH
HIGH INMOBILITY

ATOMIC AND
MOLECULAR

SELECTED
DECLINING'.
SUBFIELDS
OF 'DEGREE

PHYSICS AND
ASTRONOMY
SUBFIELDS WITH
HIGH INMOBILITY

41

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEgRING

MATERIAL
SCIENCE

physicists and astronomers only 40% are still working in the
same subfield they were trained in, 35% have moved to an-
other physics or astronomy subfield while 25% have moved
out, usually into other fields of science and engineering. A
substantial amount of change then can occur between degree
and work. Nuclear physics, Elementary Particle Physics,
Atomic and Molecular Physics, and Solid State Physics are
among the largest subfields of physics degree production;
they are also, as Table 2 indicates, fields which have exper-
ienced major net declines between degree and work. Medical
Physics, Optics, Acoustics, and Geophysics on the other
hand have all.shown patterns of substantial growth.

Although the current sample is too small to explore the,
intricate patterns of subfield mobility in depth, Fig. 9 pre-
sents a general picture of the movement of individuals who
were trained in but departed from the four j r fields of
Solid State Physics, Nuclear Physics, lementary Particle
Physics, and Atomic and Molecular Physics. Some of this
mobility was between the major fields as evidenced by the
movement into Solid State Physics from Atoltak and Mokc-
ular Physics and the exchange relationship between Nuclear
and Elementary Particle Physics. liowever most of the mo-
bility was into such small, but growing physics subfields as
Optics and Medical Physics and into the related science and
'engineering areas of Electronic and Nuclear Engineering,
Materials Science, and Computer Science. Continued moni-
toring of these patterns of field mobility are necessary for a
full understanding of the changing utilization of scientific
and technical manpower.

Salaries

In a period of inflation and growing demand for physical
scientists and engineers, current information on salary levels

NUCLEAR COMPUTER
SCIENCE

QPTICS
MEDICAL
PHYSICS PLASMAS ASTROPHYSICS

FIG. 9 Major subfield destinations of society members leaving Atomic and Molecular, Solid State, Nuclear and Elemen-
tary Particle Physics, 1980...

510



TABLE 3. 1980 industrial' salaries by level of highest degree.

Median
salary

in thousands of dollars)

Median
age

Total.
number known

PhD . 36 0 38.7 315 ,
Masters 33.0 43 5 107

Bachelors 35 0 50 8 83

'Includes self-employed

in the different sectorstof the economy has been more fre-
quently requested. Such salary\ infotation is particularly
sought by individual scientists wishing to evaluate their posi-
tons; and employers wanting to be competitive in the labor
market. The expanded presentation in the body of this report
and the detailed data in Appendix A should help to accomo-
date such concerns.

The median salary in 1980 for society members was
$32 000, approximately $4 000 higher than it was the 'pre-
vious year i Those emplaijed in secondary schools and junior
colleges had the lowest median salaries, about $22 000, while
those membersemployed in industry and goverrfmcnt had
the highest, $35 000 and $36 000 respectively.

In industry.society members at all degree levels worked in
sufficient number that some comparisons of salary can be
made. As Table 3 illustrates the median salary of Ph.D.'5 is
the highest at $36 000. While bSchelors degree holders earn
almost asfmuch as the Ph.D.'s, it should be noted that they
are, on the average, 12 years older. Masters degree holders,
who are about 5 years older than the Ph.D.'s earn approxi-
mately $3 000 less. Comparisons between degree levels in
other employer areas is difficult since outside or industry
there are relatively few nonstudent lower degree holders
.among the society m8Mbers.2

As Fig. 10 indicates there is some vagiability in salary by
geographic region with those Ph.D.'s employed in the west-
ern and middle Atlantic states earning the highest salaries
and those employed in the central states earning the lowest..

JTABLE 4 1%0 salaries by principal work activity, eh D 's.

Principal work activity

Median
salary

On thousands of dollars)

Median Ideal known
age responses

Teaching 27 0 447 351

Basic research 31.5 11 0 393 .

Applied research 35 0 38 8 291

D, D., &E 35 9 39.2 115

Administration 43.0 4-71 113

Other 35 0 . 39.8 40

, 'Design, Development, and Engineering".

'In most of this discussion we will be referring to median salaries The
detailed tables in Appendix A however present both the median, and
Mean salaries.jhe difference between them reflecting the skewness in the
distribution.

=Masters degree holders do preatwinnate in secondary school teaching at
a median salary'of 521 900. However there are too few Ph D 's or bache'
tors in our sample working in this area to present any comparisons

,fr
6

FIG. 10. 1980 median salary by geographic region.

It maybe noted that those regions with the lowest ffiedian
salaries are also those with the lowest concentration of soci-
ety members. Salaries also vary by work activity, ranging
from $27 000 for those Ph.D.'s primarily engaged in teach-
ing to $43 000 for those primarily engaged in administration.
As Table 4 outlines, both &these groups of Ph.D.'s are older
than those involved in research ancLdevelopment whose sal-
aries range from the low to mid $30 000's.

ANNUAL SALARY
Thousands of dollars)

50

45

40

35

30

25.

20

15

INDUSTRY +
LFEMPLOYED

UNIVERSITY
(1142 month
Salary base).

GCN'T +
FFR&DC

UNIVERSITY
1940 month salary

. base)

'

a

0-4 5-9
I I

1

10 -14 15-19 20
YEARS FROM PhD

FIG. 11. 1980 mii-an saliriesty selected employei type
mil years from Ph.D., excluding postdots..
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Variability in salary by type of employer can perhaps best
be explored by looking at the different experience curves.
Figure 11 compares the median salaries of individuals em-
ployed in universities, both on 9-10 month and 11-12 month
salary bases, to those employed in industry and in govern-
Ment and national laboratories.' The two university groups
start at approximately the same salary level, but diverge a$
years from degree increase. The difference between 9-10
month university salaries and industrial salaries is major
both for starting and more experienced Ph.D.'s with the
greatest disparity occurring among those 10-14 years be-(
yond the Ph.D.

Since there is variation in salaries not only between but
within employer types Figs. 12-16 present the median sala-
ries, the salaries above the median at the seventy-fifth per-
centile, and the salaries below the median at-the twenty-fifth

ANNUAL SALARY
(in thousands of dollars)

0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 s20

YEARS FROM PhA

FIG 12. 1980 median salanes by years from-degree for
industry employed l'14.1)

.1a

'Ph D=s holding poctdoctoral positions arc not inLludedin this compari-
son They are usually employed at universities on an 11-12 npnthsalary
base, and in our sample hAlytn average salary in 1980 of S 14 400

e

percentile in five major employment areas by years since the
PhD'

Industrial salaries, usually higher than those in other
areas also show the greatest variability, particularly as years
from degree increase. This reflects both the diversity in com-
panies for which society members work and the quite differ-
ent career paths open in industry The upper right-hand sec,
tion of the curve- in Fig.' 12 primarily represents sarentists
and engineers who have moved into general administration
or who have started their own companies. Individuals le-
maining in corporate research, development,
ing tyitically have salaries falling at or below the median
levels In marked contrast are the government salaries. Al-
though the median salaries in government are nearly as high
as industrial salarfes, the variability is considerably,less, es-
pecially for those who are 15 years aricl more beyond the
degree., Part of this: at least, is due to the ceiling on federal
salaries. (Whether this will have the effect of en'Coucaging
mobility out of top level government positions can...not yet be
determined with our small sample.) The salaries in the Feli=
erally Funded Research and Development Centers are
somewhat, below those in the other nonacademic areas,
probably(rdlecting the high proportion of individuals In-
volved in basic research in this sector. Their median salaries

'ANNUAL SALARY
s..

thousands of dollars)

50
75TH Percentile ::i't5D 0

:

39 3.

36 1.
:;..

f. ..... ... .

. YEARS FROM Ph

FIG 13 1980 Median salanes by years from degree for
government employed in Ph.D.'s

'Minor irieguldrities in the curves shmitd not be given too much sign&
Lance since they may partly be artifacts of small sample site Sec Appen-
dices D and E for methodological notes adllefinitions of median. per.
Lentiles, and other statistical measures used in this report
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track.the lower twenty-fifth percentile.of industrial salaries
quite closely.

Academic salaries, on the traditional 9-10 month salary
base, are considerably lower than the nonacademic ones at
all levels. The slopes of the salary curves indicate only a

.i.gradual increase in salary with years of experience and the
variation in salary,for most year of degree cohorts is relative-
ly narrow The salaries of those on an 11-12 month salary
base are quite difkrent interms of levels, slopes of the curves,
and variation. Tfiis may be a reflection of the diverse compo-
sition of the group which includes, In addition to some teach-
ing faculty, a number of individuals in long-term research
staff and administrative positions. Full detail for these and
other salary distributions of interest may be found in Appen-
dix A.

The relation of comparative salary levels to mobility in
nd out of different employment sectors are discussed in the

following section.

.

Employment 1979-19.80

The majority of members (80%) who responded to the
1980 survey had also responded in 1979. This sizable sample
permits a longitudinal analysis of major, work related
changes Twenty percent of the society members who replied
in both years made one or more employment related
changes. Predominant was the change in employers. (See
Table 5.) Approximately three-quarters of those who 15
changed employes also changed type of employer. These
changes usually involved moves by-younger members into
industrial employment from universities, colleges, and fed-

ANNUAL SALARY
(in thousands of dollars) ,04
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TABLE 5 Employrixent-related changes, 1979-1980.

Percent
reporting change'

EmplOyer name 11

Primary work activity 9

Type of employer
Primary subfield of work 6
Academic rank 6
Employment status
Tenure status 3

Highest degree 3

Professional self-identification 2

Total known response 1667

'Percentages are based on the society members who responded in bsoth 1979
and 1980.,

eral laboratories. More than half of those who were em-
ployed in academe in 1979 and who changed employers
moved into industry But the reverse was only half as likely.
Only one-quarter of: those who were employed in industry to
1979 and who changed employers moved into academe. The
moves from academe into industry frequently entailed a shift
in work activity from basic research And teaching to applied
research, development, design, and engineering.

Changing jobs often involved changing geographic loci:
tions and long-distance, career related moves were common.,
Forty percent of the members who changed emptoyer4
moved to another region of the country.' The prevalence of
interregion mobility differed by region of residence in 1979.
The proportion-of members who left their region oTresidence
when changing employers was highest in the East South
Central and South Atlantic areas (80% and 65% respective-
ly) In contrast, only 20%.of the mmbers cWanging jobs in
the Pacific region left that area.

The majority of interregional moves were to the adjoining
geographic regions. However, two longerdistance migration
patterns appear to be emerging in this one-year follow-up of
our sample. Most of the employed members who left the
heavily industrialized East North Central moved to either
the Pacific or the South Atlantic regions, while most of those
who left the South Atlantic moved to either the Mountain or
the Pacific regions.

The general migration trend was toward the west. As
shown in Table 6 the highest outmobility of society members
occurred from the South East. Conversely, the Mountain
region and the Mid West experienced the higicest inmobility
of sothety members.

Field and subfield change was, in one year, not afnoted as
employer change. Movement out of physics and astronomy
during this brief period was minor, although small increases
in engineering and computer science employment could be
observed. More prominent, although still at a low level, was
subfield mobility wOin-physics. It will be several years be-
fore definite patterns can emerge, but in this first year of
comparative statistics, there was an increase in the number
of society members in Geophysics, Optics, and Electronics.

Salary Increase's 1979-1980

The data for salary increases presented InFig. 17 are based

'See Appendix B for description of regions by states

on those members who Ilid not change employers between
1979 and 1980. These salaries more accurately reflect actual
annual increases. Most members wh'o changed employers
also changed type of employer and their salaries are greatly
influenced by the substantial differ ces in salaries between
types of employers. The latter wi be discussed in more de-
tail later in thisiection. Sr,

Overall nonacademic salaries increased by a larger
amount than academic salaries during 1979. NIqnacademic
salaries increased by approximately $4 000 with some
higher increases for those employed in industry. Academic
and government salaries increased by approximately $4000.
The lower increase in government salaries is due, in large
part, to the high proportion of society members who earn the
current ceiling on fideral salaries and so received little or no
increase.

Salary is depencknt upon work activity as well as employ-
er type. Members who continued in the same work activity
between 1979 and 1980 received salary raises ranging, on the
average, from $3 000 to $5 000. The lowest increments were
received by those engaged in teaching and administration.
The highest were received by members in applied research.
The latter, well-paid work activity area is growing and at-
tracting an increasing number of the younger society
members.

Less than 5% of employed society members are women
and so there are too few women in the longitudinal sample
for a highly detailed analysis of salaries. However.the sam-
ple is large enough to permit several general comparisons
between the salaries of men and women who did not change
employers. Akademically and nonacademically employed
women earned less than their male colleagues in both 1979
and 1980. Salary increases for nonacademically employed,
women kept pace with those received by men but women in
academe seem to have received smaller, increments than
men. There are three reasons for the discrepancy in aca-
demic salares: age/experience, place of employment, and
type of employment. The women employed in academe are
somewhat younger and thus, presumably, have less exper-
ience than men. Women are less likely to be employed in
colleges and more likely to be employed in secondary
schools, which pay lower salaries. A related reason for the
salary differences appears to be the type of academic posi-

TABLE 6. Regional mobility of employed members, 1979-1980.

Region '

Employed society Regional
memgers, 1979 outmobility

Regiohal
inmObility

New England
O

141 4 5

Middle Atlantic 275 4 2

South East 286 6 - 4
East North Central 222 4 3

Mid West 144 3 8

Mbuntain 117 5 12

Pacific 332 2 3

Total Number Known 1517

The South East refers to the East South Central and the South Atlantic.
The Mid West refers to the West North Central and West South Central.

'Percentages are based on the number leaving between 1979 & 1980 com-
pared to the number who resided there in 1979
Percentages are based on the number entering between 1979 & 1980 com-
pared to the number who remained there from 1979 to 1980
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lions held by women. Half of the women, but only one-quar-
ter of the men, who are employed in colleges and universities
hold lower paying, nohtenure line positions such as: research
associate, instructor,- and lecturer. It should be noted that
given the small sample size, these women may not'be repre-
sentative of all female society members. However, this pat-
tern will be closely monitored in our 1981 survey which was
expanded to include more than twice the number of society
members queried in 1980. This expanded sample will pro-
vide a more accurate picture of the salaries earned by
women. r-

Employment and Salary Change 1979-1980

Society members who change employers or employer type
tend to be younger; thus their 1979 and 1980 salaries are
below the median for their respective employer type. This;
however, does not diminish the fact that those who moved
from university to industry (the most common employer
tyre change) were rewarded with singularly large salary
gains j$12 000 on the average). Members who changed in-
dustrial employers received increments compar4ble to the
increase received by members continuing with the same in-
dustrial employer. While members changing university em-
ployinent appear to have received increases larger than
members remaining with the same university, this is'partly
an artifact of their,moving from lower paying postdoctoral
positions into better paying assistant professor positiong.
Other employer type changes occurred too infrequently
within our sample to allow salary analysis.

Although the second most commonly reported changes
were in primary work activity, these changes were too dif-
fuse for 'detailed analysis. For this reason, work activities

' were combined Into two broader areas: the more traditional
work activities (teaching and basic research) and all the re-
maining work activities, i.e., applied research, development,
design, and engineering. Mobility from the more traditional
areas into the other work activities was reported twice as
often as the reverse shift; was made by youtlger members
receiving relatively low Salaries in 1979; and was rewarded
by substantial salary increases. It should be noted that the

10
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salary structure by work activity closely resembles the salary
structure by employer type reflecting the considerable over -_
lap'between employer fype and work activity.

It is difficult to predict the long-term effects of the mobil-
ity patterns in both current employer type and work activity
observed during 1979. industry is attracting increasing
numbers of recent Ph.D.'s with high salaries and good op-
portunities for advancement. It appears likely that, as indtis,
try and government continue to increase they Hinds allocated
for applied research, fewer young Ph.D.'s will be drawn to
the more traditional areas of basic research in academe.

This report has examined scientific employment and
change based on information gathered during 1979 and
1980. Data collected from the 1981 membership survey will
provide yet another point of reference.- Therefore, the report
based on the. data, to be published next year, will futther
elucidate the long-term patterns of scientific career
development.

Society Membership Profile

While the nine AIP member societies are similar in their
commitment io furthering the advance of science and tech-
nology, both in*Physics and telated disciplines, they each
also exhibit special characteristics of their o,n. In last year's
report we examined the broad divNity oriociety member-
ship; next year with an expanded sample, we will be able to
look at each of the societies in greater detail.' In the current
interim report, brief profiles of the characteristics of the
members of each of the nine societies will be presented.

Although each of the societies is a separate entity, it
should be, noted that there is some overlap in membership
between the societies. As Table 7 illustrates, the extent of this
multiple membership varies by society. Over one-third of the
men*rs of the American Association of Physics Teachers
(AAPT) and one-quarter of the members of the Optical Soci-
ety of America (OSA) belong tonne or more other AIP mem.-
ber societies, primarily The American Physical Society

'The 1981 sample survey was expanded in size and straacation to in-
clude new members and a larger proportion of the members of the small-

er societies
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TABLE f Society cross membership, 1980

:.PS AA PT OSA ASA AVS AAS
%

feA PM
%

ACA
%

SoR
%

APS 77' 32 20 7 20 1 18 15 ' 14 ' 14
'AA PT -10 61 5^ 3 2 5 '4
OSA 5 4 72 3 4 5
ASA 2 90
AVS 3 2 76
AAS f 2 2 2 , 75
AA PM 80
ACA , I 84
SoR

84

Total Membership 27 822 8630 7008 4726 3606 3355 1701 1408 935

'Data are based on all members current in 1980 and residing in the U S or Canada.
'Diagonal percentages (in bold) represent single society membership.' . °
`Dashes represent less than I% of the society's membership Each column will not sum to 100% because 2% of all membersbelong to three or more
societies and so are counted more than once ,

\PS) On the other hand, members of the Acoustical Som..
y of America (ASA), The Society of Rheology (SoR), and

t e American Crystallographic Association (ACA) are more
likely to belong to their parent society only.' Further reports
will explore these patterns of single and multiple d(ember-
ship and related membership characteristics in more detail.

Prominent characteristic's of the different society mem-
berships are summarized in Table 8. The following para,
graphs present brief profiles of each of the nine societies.

,The American Physical Society (APS), the largest of the AIP ''''
member-societies, had over thirty thousand members in
1980 Reflecting the broad range of interests to be found in

, the society, members of APS also belonged to.each of the
other eight societies. A very high proportion of APS mem-
bers, over 80%, hold Ph.D.'s, three-quarters consider them-
selves physicists, and nearly half are employed in academe.
These academic members of APS are predominantly ten-
ured university full and associate professprs. Nonacademic
representation, however, is also strong in APS with one-

Member,a or these societies may however, also hold membership in oth-
cr, non-AIP. science, and engineering societies Such multiple member-
ship has not yet been examined

quarter of the members employed by industry and one-quar-
ter by the government and national laboratories. The largest
research subfilds for APS members are Solid State Physics,
Niiclear Physics, Plasma Physics, and Elementary Particle'
Physics.

The American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) with
its concern for the quality of physics teaching at Al levels is
heavily based in academe. Most striking is the varied teach-
ing involvement of AAPT members; ore -third of the niem -,
bers teach at universitiei, more than one-fifthat the four-
year and two-ybar colleges, and nearly one-fifth in the na-
tion's secondary schools. Only a few secondary school and
two-year college teachers belong to any of the other AIP
member societies. Reflecting the-tight academic market, the
AAPT membership has declined during the past decade; be-
tween 1979 and 1980 it had one of the lowest proportions of
new members among the societies, although it still remains
the second largest society. While one year is too briera peri-
od to really, explore mobility, some mobility out of academic
institutions at all levels and into industrial employment
could be observed among AAPT members.

The American Astronomical Society (AAS), coMposedpri-
marily of astronomers and physicists, has a higher propor-
tion of Ph.D.'s Along its members, 82%, than any of the

TABLE 8 Prominent characteristics of 'society members. 1980 \
Society

Median
age

Prof. self-
identification

Major
employers

Primary
work activity

AAI'M 39.6 Physicist Univ , Hosp Nuclear Medicine, Applied Research'
AAI'T 43 7 Physicist Limy , Coll , Sec Sch Teaching

AAS 39 7 Astron., Phys University Basic Research, Teaching

ACA 45 5 Chem , Phys -Only Ind , Govt Basic/Applied Research,
APS 41 I Physicist Univ , Ind Basle /Applied Research. Teaching

ASA 43 0 Eng , Phys hid Univ Applied Research, Teaching,
Design/Engineerirg

AVS 43 5 Phys , Eng. Industry Development, Administration.
AlApplied Research

OSA 42.2 Phys , Eng. Ind , Univ Applied /Basic Research

SoR 44 0 Engineer Ind , Univ Applied/Basic Research. Teaching

, 16
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other societies. Its membership Is 'also one of the youngest
and is heavily involved in basic ieseatch. About half of the
AAS members are academically efgployed, primarily in the
universities with a relatively high proportion, one-third, of
this academic group holding research associate and other
nontenure line positions. In addition to academic employ-
ment a substahtV1 number of AAS meTUbers are employed in
government, and national observatories and the aerospace
industry. While members work in a variety of areas, over
70% are primarily involved in astronomyand astrophysics.

The American Crystallographic Association .(ACA), one of
the smaller but most international of the member societies,

. has more than 15% of its members living abroad. The soci-
ety has remained relatively stable i size over the decade
with a low proportion of new members entering between

-. 1979 and 1980. Like the previously discussed societies a sub-
, stantial proportion of its members are academically em-

ployed. ACA members, however, are older and ate most
likely to identify themselves as chemists, secondarily as
physicists; their major fields and- subfields of work are Crys-
tallography, Chemistry, and Materials Science.

The American Associatimof Physicists in Medicine (AA PM),
1, although still one of the smaller member societies, has grown

dramatically over the past decade. This society, ninety per-
* cent of whose members identify themselves as physicists, re-

.
* mains the youngest among the societies. While more Than

half of AAPM members are academically employed, some
with joint appointments at university affiliated hospitals,
many are also employed outside of academe in hospital
nonprofit research centers, and private group es.
While AAPM members are heavily involved in applied re-
search, other work activities such as radiology, dosimetry,
and ried aspects of patient care are predominant. Medical
Phys s, as expected, is the major lutifield of current work
for A.-PM membeis; most of these individuals were trained
in other areas moving into Medical Physics sometime after
earning their degfee.

The American Vacuum Society (AVS), thelmost industrial:
ly based of all AIP member sooieties, has also recently be-
come the fastest growing. New members, joining between
1979 and 1980, represented nearly one-fifth of the,total
membership. Engineers and physicists joined .by chemists
provide a diversified membership working in Vacuum Sci-
ence, Materials Science, Solid State Physics, and Electronic
Engineering. Applied research, development, and adminis-

Ng
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tration have been the primary work activities in this society
where Ph.D.'s, Masters, and Bachelmi degree holders are all
strongly represented. Varied changes are expected in this
rapidly growing society.

The Optical Society of America (OSA), is the third largest of
the AIP member societies, and, if ity current steady rate of
growth continues, may soon be the second largest; more than
10% of its members joined between 1979 and 1980. A rela-
tively high proportion of OSA members live abroad, over
15%. The physicists and engineers who predominate among
the membership are primarily employed in industry and uni-
versity departments with a substantial proportion also to be
found in government laboratories. They are heavily involved
in applied research and development both in Optics and a
broad variety of other physics and engineering subfields.

The Acoustical Society of America (ASA), has a membership
drawn from diverse backgrounds in Engineering, Physics,
Psychology, and related scientific disciplines. A high pro-
portion, about 15%, of its membership joined between 1979
and 1980. Although the overall median age of ASfrmembers
remains rather high, the Ph.D. component, representing
about one half of ASA members, is the second youngest
among the societies. In the university, industry, and govern-
ment, these members are quite heavily involved in applied
research, design, and engineering. Although Acoustics is the
primary subfield of work, members are involved in a brodd
variety of science and engineering areRk.

The Society of Rheology (SoR), the small of the AIP mem-
ber societies, has shown a surge in growth in the past few
years; a high percentage, over 15%, of its membership was
new, joining between 1979'and 1980. SoR members primar-
ily identify themselves as engineers; chemists, physicists,
and related scientists make up the remainder of.the member-
ship. Working primarily in Rheology and Chemical Engi-
neering, members find major employment in industry; how-
ever, considerable academic litvolvement was also observed.
Next year's report on the expanded 1981 sample should pro-
vide greater detail on this small society.

These brief descriptions of the nine AIP member societies
and their varied membership are but thumbnail sketches of
the rich diversity to be found within the societies. The ex-
panded 1981 sample, which includes a sample of the new
society members frequently referred to in the foregoing de-
sciptions, should provide us with the opportunity to explore'
the changing composition of these societies in greater depth

ti
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APPENDIX A: Detailed Statistical Tables.

Demographic Characteristics, 1980
A-1. Professional self-identification, 1980.
A-2. Regional distribution of society members in U. S. 1980 and total U. S. population.
A-3. Age profile of society members, 1980.
A-4. Level of highest degree by years since highest degree, 198Q.
A-5. Race and minority 'status by citizenship, 1980.

Employment Characteristics, 1980
A-6. Employment status, 1980.
A-7. Type of employer, 1980.
A-8. -Principal work activity, 1980.
A-9. Principal work activity by level of highest degree, 1980.
A-bo. Distribution of society members by company, 1980.
A-I I. Type of employer by highest degree, 1980.
A-I2. Type of employetr by cohort year of Ph. D., 1980.
A-*13. Type of employer by professional self-identification, 1980.
A-14. Type of employer by sex, 1980.
A-I5.,Age profile by academic rank, 1980.
A-16. Age profile by tenure status, 1980.
A-17. Detailect.subfield of work, 1980.
A-I8. Predoininant field and subfield of ork by highest degree, 1980.
A-19. Principal work activity by type of e ploYer, 1980.

4
\.

.Salary, 1980 j

A-2Q. 1980 salariees by type ofemployer.
A-21. 1980 salaries by level of highest degree. .

A-22. 1910 salari=ars from highest degree, Ph.D.'s.
A-23. 1980 salari ajor employer type, Ph.D.'s.
A-24. 1980 salaries by major employer type, Masters.
A-25. 1980 salaries by geographic region, Ph.D.'s.
A-26. 1980 salaries for Ph.D.'sby type of employer and years from degree.
A-37. 1980 salaries by selected academic ranks and tenure status.

)10

1.11,

Salary Comparison, 1979 and 1980
A-28. 1979 and 1980 salaries for members continuing employment with selected employers.
A -29. 1979 and 1980 salaries for members continuing in the same principal work activity.
A-30. 1979 and 1980 salaries by sex aid employmensector.
A-3I. 1979 and 1980 salaries for members changing employers by employer type.
A-32. 1979 and 1980 salaries for members changing and continuing in broad woLk activity areas.
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TABLE A-1. Professional self-identification, 1980. TABLE A-5. Race and minority status by citizenship, 1980

% Race and
Minority U S.

Citizenship
Non-U S.

Physicist 59 Status N. N. Total %
Engineer 16

Chemist 9 White 1732 107 1839 92.3
Astronomer 5 Oriental and Other Asian 59 55 114 -. 5 7

Other scientist 7 Black, American Indian, 24 2 26 13
Other 4 and Hispanic

Total number known
A

2075
Other 13 0 13 0.7

No response 1 Total known 1828 164 1992

1.

TABLE A-2 Regional distribution of society members in the U. S 1980
and total U S. population ' , TABLE A-6 Employment status, 1980.

Region
Society Members U. S Population %

Employed full-time 89
New England 10 6 Employed part-time 5

Middle Atlantic . 21 17- Not employed, not seeking 5

South Atlantic 16 16 Not employed, seeking employment 1

East North CenAl '15 19

East South Central 3 6 Total number known 2072
West NortkCentral 4 8 No response 4

' West South Central 5 10

Mountain 8 5

Pacific 18 14

x
Total known 2048h 220 Million TABLE A-7. Type of employer, 1980. (

'Based On 1979 provisional population estimates. e

In addition there were 27 Canadians in the sample
%

ACADEMIC
0

46
University N. 36

TABLE A-3. Age profile of society members, 1980.

College
Junior College
Secondary School

5

1

4
I

Year of Birth %
.

NONACADEMIC ', 54

Industry /Self-employed 30
1950 + 11 Government 11
1940-1949, 32 FER&DO 10
1930-1939 28 Nonprofit 2
1920-1929 19 Other 1

Before 1910 11i Total Number Known Employed 1939
Total number known . 2074

No response 2

4 sr
., TABLE A-8. Principal work activity, 1980

TABLE A-4. Level of highest degree by years since highest degree, 1980

Year Of
Highest degree

Level of highest degree
Ph.D. Masters'

% %
Bachelors'

%

Before 1960 26 38 64
1960-1969 34 31 23

1970 + 40 31 13

Total Number Known t' 1473 313 145

'There are 110 advanced graduate students not included in this table
'Five Ph D 's and three Masters did not indicate the year of their degr4

Teaching
Basic research
Applic21 research
Development
Design /Engineering
Administration
Other

Total number known
No response

'

25

20

8

7

10

5

2

21

14
...

10
. 41



TABLE A-9. Principal work activity by level of highest degree, 1980.

Ph D Masters'
% %

Bachelors'
%

Teachiiig 27 < 31 7

Basic research 30 7 7

J. Applied research 22 _ 16 13

Development, Resign/
Engineering 9 28 44

Administration 9 10 19
Other ,, 3 8 10

Total number known 1400 285 133
No response 13 . 4 , 1

w

o-

'Advanced graduate students are not included.
<

TA14,E A-I0. Distribution of society members by company, 1980

Companies Rank
order by size

Cumulative percentages Relative percentage
Companies Employees Employees per company

First 0 4 4 9 4 cl
Second 0 7 8 0 3.1
Third 1 O 10.4 2 4
4-6 2 1 16.4 2.0
7-8 - 2 8 20 1 1.8
9-12 42 266 I6

13 45 281 I5
14-18 6.3 34.5 1 3

19 6 6 35 6 1 1

20-27 9 4 , 42.9 0 9
28 97 436 07

29-39 13.5 49 6 0.5
40-66 1119 59 5 0.4
67-288 100 0 100.0 0 2

Total number known 288 548

TABLE A-I3 Type of employer by professional self-identification. 1980

Employer type
Physicists

%
Astronomers

%
Engineers

%

ACADEMIC 50 57, 25
University ,

Other Academic
38

12

52

5

22

3
I

NONACADEMIC 50 75
Industry/Self-employed 24 11 60
Government 12 17 7
FFR &DC 12 10 4
Other 2

1'
5 4

Total Number known 1149 88 320
No response 3 I

4

,TABLE A-11 Type of employer by highest degree, 1980

to, Ph.D 's Masters' Bachelors'
% % %

kADEMIC 50 38 10
University 44 10 3 6

College' 6 9 .1

Secondary sdfiool 7 ll 6

NONACADEMIC , 50 62
I.

90
Industry/Self-employed 24 39 70
Government 11 15 11

FFR&DC 12 3 7
Other ' 3 5 2

Total number known
No response

1412 289 134
1 0 0

'Advanced graduate stu s are not included.
'Most of the Ph ' p oyed in colleges (90%) are employed in 4 year
colleges, most of the Masters (62%) in the 2 year colleges

t-

TABLE A-I2 Type of employer by cohort year of Ph D ,' 1980

1970- 1965- 1960- Before
1975 + 1974 1969 1964 1960

% % % % %

ACADEMIC 37 42 50 61 58
University 28 33 43 54 54 '*".'
Other academic 9 9 i 1 7 4

NONACADEMIC 63 58 50 39 42 ..

Industry 41 28 20 16 17
Other nonacademic 22 30 30 23 25

Total number known 218 301 273 201 310
No response ''s. 0 0 0 I 0

'Includes full-time and part-time employed only Excludes poxtdocs and
self-employed.

Other'
Chemists Scientists Other Total

% % % %

49 58 43 46
44 49 12 36

5 9 31 10

to,
-51 42 57 54
31 15 44 30

8 15 3 11

II. 5 10
I 7 10 3

177 129 75 1938
1.....

15
20.

.........
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TABLE A -14. Employer type by.sex, 1986.

Male . Female

ACADEMIC 46 51

University 36 39

Other academic 10 12

NONACADEMIC 54 49

Industry and SelPemployed
Government 3111

25

11

FFR&DC - 10

Nonprofit and other 3 3

Total known employed 1839 92

Not employed it 125 7

No response 4 0

TABLE A-I5 Age profile by academic rank,' 1980.

Birth year cohort Prof
%

Assoc.
prof
%

Asst
prof
%

Res.

assoc.

%
Other"

1950 + 11 30 13

1945-1949 , 7 43 29 24

1940-1944 9 34 32 18 24

1935-1939 24 - 27 9 12 15

1930-1934 24 15 3 6_ 7

1925-1929 18 9 2 6

1920-1924 14 5 , 2 9

1915-1919. 7 3 2 2

Before 1915 4 2

Total number known 339 149 101 66 54

No response 8 0 4 2

"Includes university and college full-time only Graduate students are not
inc11151ed

"Includes administrators, lecttirers, instructors, and others.

TABLE A-I 6. Age profile by tenure statusj 1980.

Birth year cohort Tenured

.

Tenure-line Other

1950 + 11 20
1945-1949 2 44 28

1940-1944 18 29 20

1935-1939 24 10 14

1930-1934 21 9

1925-1929 15 1 2

1920-1924 II *.-11 2 4

1915-1919 6 2

Before 1915 3

Total number known 483 92 124
No response 9 3 2

litcludes university and colle full-time employed orylY Graduate stu-
dents are not included,

TABLED -17 Detailed subfield of work,,19130 ' .

I
N. %

Physics and Astronomy 12.31 66

Solid State Physics 135.

Physics Education, college 110

Optics 103

Elementary Panicles and fields 77

Nuclear Physics _ 74

Acoustics 71

Plasma Physics 67

Chemical Physics
AstrophysicS 14
Atomic and Molecular Phystcs 56 r.
Medical Physics." 52

Physics, general 52

Astronomy ., 49

Physics EduCation, precollege 45

Biophysics - 25

Mathematical Physics ' 24

Fluid Dynamics 23

Low Temperature Physics 23

Geophysics 21

Electronics 18 ,

Vacuum Science -15

Crystallography 13

High Polymer Physics 12

Electromagnetism 8

Rheology 7

Thermal Physics 6

Mechanics 3

Physics, other 23

Engineering 246. 13
Electronic 52

Systems 32

Electrical .1t 30

Mechanical 27

Nuclear mt. 22

Aeronautical and Astronautical 19

Engineering, general 16

Chemical 11

Environmental 8

Engineering, other 29

Other Science
Chemistry

it 15

CoMputer Sciease 43

Materials Science 42

Earth and Envirogmental Science 26

Science Administration 23

Psychology
or

21

Biological Science
. Mathematics and Statistics fir

20

18
ft

Science, other 33

Other Areas 103 6

Educational Administration 28

Othritdministration . 39.

Nofiscience, other

Total number knowd 1866
No response 77

7.



TABLE A-I8. Predominant fields and subfields of wprk by highest degree, 1980

,

Ph D Masters Bachelors

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 68 60

.0Predominant Solid Ste Physics Physics Ed (SS)"
Physics Subfields Astroamy/Astrophysics Acoustics _of Work Physics Ed. (Coll)" Optics :
/ . Elementary Particles Physics Ed (Coll)"

Nuclear Physics ,
OTHER SCIENCE \.c-- 17 13 '
ENGINEERING 10 21 ,_

OTHER AREAS 5 .s .., 69
. :... .,..

Total Number Known 1364 279
No Response 47 10

48

Optics
Vacuum Science
Acoustics

10

124
10

. 'Does not include graduate student
"SS-Secondary Schools, Coll-College

TABLE A-I 9 Principal work activity by type of employer, 1980

University
%

..-

Other
academic r,

%

Industry/
Self-employed

%
Giwern"ment

. % ..
FFR&DC

%

Teaching 45 91 ' N,..s.
Basic research 38 I , 11 31 42Applied research 8 I 31 ;-'

.
32 35D, D. E'

1 37 I I 9Administration 6 7 13 ,' 18 12Other 2

.. -

7 . 2

Total number known 695 189 576 211 187No response 9 0 7 c I 2

'Development, Design; Engineering.

TABLE A -20 1980 salaries by type of employer

ar -

Other
%

20
20

o

Median
salary

Mean
saldry

(in thousands,of do ars)

Standard
deviation

ist edian
age

U verity
Coll e

\ Junior College '

29.0.
218
22 4

30.0
23.5
22.6

10.8
6 4
5 3

43 r
43 6
38 5

Secondary School 21 7 -22.0 5 I 41.5
Industry / Self-employed 33 0 37.7 13 8 lQ7
GovernmCnt 36,2 37 1 9.1 -'42-
FFR&DC 34 7 35 1 8 6 41 9Other 35 I 36 4, 119 44 8 j

TABLE A-21 1980 salaries by level of highest delree

Total
number known response

618 28
. 85 3

24 I

62
'a 4

,. 521 ' 40
,, '196 9

171 12

58 ) 2

Median

*Inds of dollars)

ean Sthndard Median Total Nosalary lary deviation age 'number known response(in

4.43.. Ph,D 32 2 '33,7 id 11.8 41.8 1312 69Masters 28 0 30.1 11,5 43.4 272 18Bachelors 31.5 33 5 15.0 49.4 132 8
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TABLE A-22. 1980 salaries by years from highest degree, Ph D.'s.

Median I Mean Standard Median Taal. number No

salary salary deviation age known " response

(in thousands of dollars)

Years from Ph.D
s.. , 0-4

5-9
AO 10-14

15-19
20 +

i

25.0
29 2

32 5

35 4

40 0

24 6 --
29.4
33.1

36.8

42.1

7.3
. 7.7

9.7
10.7

13 3

.
31.4
36 7

40.2
45.0
54.3

207

275

288

198

316

11

13

14

12

17

4

TABLE A-23. 1980 salaries by major employer type', Ph.D.'s.

M'edian

salary

Mean
salary

(in thousands of dollars)

Standard
deviation-

Median
age

Total
number known

No
response

Univergity
9-10 month salary base 27 6 28.9 8.3 45.3 288 2

11-12 month salary base 31 4 32.5 11.9 41 2 219 0

Colleges
9-10 month salary base 206 21 7 4.4 43.0 56 0

Industry/Self-employed 36.0 39.1 13 7 38.7 315 22,

Government 37,0 38.0 8 5 42.1 139 5

FFR&DC 35.0 -35.3 8.7 , 41.2 154 12

Other 35.5 38.4 12.9 ' 42.3 37 2

'Sample siz7in other employment areas Were too small to be detailed here.

TABLE A-211 1980 salaries by major employer type'. Masters.

Median Mean Standard Median Total No

salary salary deviation age number known response

.. (in thousands of dollars)

Secondary School .

9-10 month salary base 21 9 22.0 '4.8 400 36

''..\
0 re

Industry/Self-employeil 33.0 34.8 13 0 43.5 107 8

Governhient 35 1 34 8 10.5 43.3 40 2

t

'Sample sizes in other employment areas were too small to be detailed here.

TABLE A-25 1980 salanes by geographic region', Ph.D 's.

Geographic
Region

Median-
salary

Mean
salary

(in thousands of dollars)

Standard
deviation

Median
age

Taal number
known

No
response

New England
Middle Atlantic
South Atlantic
East North Central
East South Central
West North Central
West South Contra{
Mountain
Pacific

32.0
33 5

32 0
31.0

29.3

28 0
29 I
34.0

35.0

32 4

35 0
33 8

32.5

28.5
28.2

30 5

34.6

35.7

l'N)/.-.../
14.2

10.5

10.4

7.0

8.7

14 7

9 7

11 8

39.8

42.2

41.7
43.2

'42.8
41.0
40.0
40.8
43 0

1.-
106

241

206
176

46

50

68
103

275

10
14

9

12

, 1

0

5

7

9

'See Appendtx B for state composition of each region.

4
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TABLE A-26 1980 salanesfor Ph.D.'s by type of employer and years from degree

Employer
type

Years
from degree

University

(9-10 month
0-4
5-9

salary base) 10-14
15-19
20 +

University
0-4'

(11-12 month 5N
salary basil. 10-14

It _15-19
20 +

Industry /Self - employed
, . 0-4

5-9
10-14
15-19
20 +

Government

FFR&DC

0-4
5-9

10-14
15-19
20+

0-4
5-9

10-14
15-19
20+

Median
salary

(in thousands of dollars(

Mean
salary

Standard
deviation

Median
age

Total number
known

..

No response
salary ,

19.5 199 35 32.5 18
21.8 21.6 3.2 36.6 36
25.6." 26.2 60 40 6 59r- 29.1 28 9 52 44 3 55 V-35 0 35.1 77 54 3 109

200 21.3 56 32.5 14_ -/ 26.4 26 6 6.0
. 35 2 -4; -

32.1

40 0
44 0

32 9
39 1

44.4

8 0
8 2

10.5

40 4
43.9
55.3

47

35

48

---
AS

29.6 296 39 31.3 /5 7
34.8 34.5 6 4' 36 Z 75 , 4
38.8 40.2 10.6 39 8 '68 2
42 I 46 8 14 3 45 f 38 4
47 8 52.6 19 3 55 5 52 3

' 29 0 28 3 5 8 31 8' 17 -
320 32 6 ' 56 385 f 30 4

or.
36 1 370 67 40.0 35 I
393 401 58 446 18 1

500 469 48 543 37 a -. 1

27 5 26.5 6 7 31.6 24 1

300 30.1 7'5.2 35.6 35 2
34 8 34 8 6.4' 40.0 39 4
36 4 39 0 7.0 45.3 22 2- 42.1 43 7 7.1 52 6 34 3

'In asidition, there are 23 postdocs with known salaries working in universities'on an 11-12111tonth salary base. Their average salary is $14 400

4

ti
TABLE A-27. 1980 salaries by selected academic ranks and tenure status .

Median
salary

Mean
salary

(in thousands of dollars)

Standard
deviation

Median
age

Total number
known

')

No
response

Professor, Tenured
9-10 month salary base 31 4 31.9 7.6 48 5 203

11-12 month salary base 41.0 42 4 9 7 49.4 87
Associate Professor, Tenured

.211

,.

.

9-1'0 month salary base - 23.0 '23 3 3.6 41.4 80 1

11-12 month salary liase 30.0 :lb* 30.5 4.7 ' 40 8 32 0
Assistant Professor, Tenure Line _

9-10 month salary base
0 18.3 19 I 2 9 33.1 42 0

11-12 month salary base 26.4 27 5 8.0 o 35.3 25 0
Research AssOciate

11-12 month salary base 20 6 21.6 ' 7.9 34 2 48 0

: -
I
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TABLE A-28. 1979 and 1980 Salaries for members continuing emloyment w selected employers, _
4

Salary
Yeak,

Median
salary

St

Mean
salary ,

(in thousands of dollari),

Stlindard
deviation

,Mediah
age

Totanumber
known

UNIVERSITY
(9-10 month 1979 .24.1 25.4

salary base) 1980 27.4 29.0 8.2 45.6 202

(11-12 month 1979 27.0 28.0 11.7

Wary base) 1980 30.0 31.7 12.8 41.5 137

COLLEGES
(9-10 month 1979 17.2 19.0 4 1

salary base) 1980 20.0 21.8 4.5 44.3 '-` 30

'SECONDARY SCHOOLS
1979 20.0 19.7 4 7

21.8 22.0 4.9 41.7 a3 49

mi.

INDUSTRY .
1979 32.2 34 3 12.0
080 37.0 39.3 14.1 '42 7 v 319

. .

GOVERNMENT..
"..

*79 34.0 34.9 8.6

1980 37.0 38.1 8.9 44.5 148

r----
FFR & DC

1979 30.0 31.5 7.8
1980 34.5 35.4 8.3 41.8 127

Data based on society members who responded in both 1979 and 1980, were full-time employed, and did not change employers in the year 1979-1980

TABLE A-29. 1979 and 1980 salaries formembers continuing in the same principal work acttvity 4

Principal work
activity 1979/1980

&liar* " , Median Mean Standard Median Total number
year salary ,salary deviation age known

(in thousands of dollars)

teaching 1979 22.2 . 24.2 7.9 (---
1980 25.4 27 7 10.0 44.3 - 344

Basic research
1...

1979
1980

27 0
31.0

28.2
32.2

. 10.6
11.0 40.3 319

Applied research 1979 30.0 31 1 5 4
1980 35.0 35.6 9.1 39.8 246

Development 1979 31.8 32.5 9.1
1980 36.0 37.2 11.3 42.5 91

Designangineenngf 1979
1980

30 0
34.0

31.2
35.8

10 7
13.7

.

47.8 67

Administration 1979 40.0 41.1 14.1

1980 43.0 46.0 16.8 50.8 115

Other activities 1979 28.5 31.0 11.7

198Q 33.5 34.7 10.5 41.2 47
4

20
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TABLE A -30.A-30. 1979 and 1980 salanes by sex and employment sector.'

, Salary
year Sex

Median
-salary

'Mean Standard
salary deviation

(in thousands of dollars)
.4 ..

Median _ Total number
age -"---/` knowp ...

ACADEMIC 1979 Mkle 24.0 25.4 9.1
Female 19 1 20.1 7.4 ;

1980 Male 27.2 29.0 43.9 547
Feniale 20.7 22 5 7.0 41.7 24

NONACADEMIC- ,4 1979 Male 32 I 34 0 10.6
Female t 28.1 29.0 7.. 6

Ipso Male"- 36.0 38.3 12.4 43 0 606
' -. Female 32 0 33.4 ,8.13 44.0 24

'Data based on members who responded in both 1979 and 1980, were full-time employed, and did not change employers.
t

v./

4

s,.
TABLE 4-31 1979 and 1980 salanes forsmembers Zhangingemployers by selected employer type

Employer type Salary, Median " Mean Standard Median . Total number
change 1979/1980 year ' salary salary -deviation ti.ge known-

(in thousands of dollars),

University to 1979 17.5 21.4 9 7
University. 4 1980 23.0 26 1 e 10.7 34.0 17

.-N

University to 1979 ' 18.0 21.1 9 3
Industry 1980

J
30.1 - 37.4 23.7 37 5 19

Industry to 1979 30.0 29 6 10.0
Industry 1980 34.0 34.7 11.6 38.0 31 .

'The sample size of other loyeigitype changes is too small to analyze. 4..

........

,
- TABLE A-32. 1979 and 1980 salanes for members changing and continwng in broad work activiy areas.

7
..,

Broad.work Salary Median Mean Standard Me ian Total number
activity 1979/1980 year salary salary deviation age known

(in thousands of dollars)

Teaching/Basic Res. 1979 24.5 26 0 9.5
Teaching/Basic Res.

Teachin-g/Basic Res.
to Other Activity'

Other Activity to
Teaching/Basic Res.

Other Activity
Other Activity

1980 28.1 29.8 10 7 43 0 , 673

1979 18.0 20 9 10.2
1980 28.8 30.2 10.9 \ 37,8 39

1979 32 6 31 5 12.6
1980 35.0 33.0 12.4 41.5 20

1979 3- 1.0 33.2 11 2
1980 36.0 37.8 ,12.7 42 6 600

'Includes App Research, Development, Design, Engineering, Administration, etc.

26
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APPENDIX B: Geographic Regions.

NEW ENGLAND
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

MIDDLE ATLANTIC
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania

SOUTH ATLANTIC
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Maryland
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia

Virginia
Puerto Rico

EAST NORTH CENTRAL
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Wisconsin

EAST SOUTH CENTRAL
Alabama
Kentucky
Mississippi
Tennessee

4

22
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WEST NORTH CENTRAL
Iowa
Kansas
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Seuth Dakota

WEST SOUTH CENTRAL
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas

MOUNTAIN
Arizona
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming

PACIFIC
. Alaska

California
Hawaii
Oregon
Washington



APPENDIX 0: Dropping Society Membership.

Between 1979 and 1980 a small proportion, approximate-
ly 5%, of the, original 1979 sample dropped society member-4'
ship. From a small sample the absolute numbers this pro-
duces are, of course, too small to warrant extensive
discussion. However, the characteristics of individuals who
drop society membership are of interest. An initial picture of
some of these characteristics may be gleaned from the 58
individuals who dropped society membership but responded
to our 1980 follow-up survey.

They were slightly younger and more likely to hold only a
bachelors degree than individuals who remained members of
one of the societies. As-the following three tables indicate
they were also less likely than society members to identify
themselves as physicists, be employed in universities and col-
leges, or be involved in teaching and basic research.

In next year's report when we will have the opportunity to
examine the larger group of individuals who have dropped

TABLE C-1 Professional self-identification of t.urrent and dropped soci-
ety members, 1980

,

society membership-buff a two-year span, we will analyze
their characteristics in more depth.

TABLE C-2 Type of employer of current and dropped society members,
1980

Dropped Current
members members

% %

Industry
Other nonacademic
University/College
Junior College/Secondary School

Total number known
No response

33 28

29 26
25 41

13 5

55 1970
3 106

TABLE C-3 Primary work aytivity of current and dropped society mem-
bers, 1980

Dropped
members

%

Current
members

%

Dropped
members

%

Current
members

%

Physicist/Astronomer 53 64 Teaching /Basic research 33 50
Engineer 25 16 Applied research 22 20 4
Other scientist 14 16 Development, Design/Engineering 20 15
Other 9 4 Administration/Other 25 15

*
Total number known 57 2075 Totil number known 55 1954
No response I I No response 3 122

. I

A



APpENDIX D: Methodology.

In the spring of 1979, the AIP Manpower Statistics Divi-
sion oonducted a short one-page questionnaire survey of a
small random sample of the U. S. and Canadian resident,
membership of the nine AIP member societies. Data from
this survey were published in the 1980 AIP publication "Alp
Merger Societies Entering the 1980's." Out of the total sam-
ple of 4156 members queried in 1979, 2541 responded yield-
ing a 61% response rate. In the spring of 1980, all individuals
lathe original 1979 sample were followed up, whether or not
they originally responded in 1979. Excluded from the 1980
sample were those known to be deceased (N,18) and meit-
bers who had moved abroad (N = 33). The overall response
rate ir1 1980 on a single wave was 52%:. 68% for members
who had responded previously, 28% for members who had
not responded in 1979 and 24% for those who had dropped
membership during 1979. The data in this report refer to
individuals who were society members in 1979 and respond-
ed in the 1980 follow"-up. The body of the report focuses on
individuals who were still society members in 1980, although
a brief description of individuals who dropped membership
was provided in the previous appendix.

To assess the possible bias resulting from nonresponse in
our sample, the characteristics of the different subgroups of
respondents were analyzed. These subgroups differ most
substantially in the rate at which they dropped society mem-
bership during 1979 (see Table D-1). Less than 2% f the
consistent respondents (those replying in bot 79 and
1980) dropped membership. The ,inconsistent espondents
(those only replying in either 1979 or 1980) were four times
as likely to drop membership. In contrast those who never
responded were seven times as likely to drop membership.
Clearly, then, individuals who dropped membeiship during
1979 are underrepresented in the consistent respondent sub-
group as well as in the total group of all respondents in 1980.
However, this bias should not adversely affect the generali-
zability of this report. Individuals known to have dropped
society Membership prior to 1980 were removed from the
data base prior to all analyses and the report focuses exclu-
sively on individuals who continued society membership(
into 1980.

Little else is known about individuals who never responc4
ed to the questiOnnaires. Therefore, the data collected in
both 1979 and 1980 was analyzed to determine whether
there is a relationship between an individual's likelihood to
reply repeatedly to our surveys and that individual's charac-
teristics No differences were found in demographic charac-
teristics, e.g.-) age, sex, race, and citizenship. Only a few sta-

24

TABLE D-I Rate ofdropped membership by respondent subgroup, 1980

Dropped membership
during 1979

Total number

Responded in 1979 and 1980 1695 '28 1 6

Respoigled in 1979 only 829 49 5 9
Responded in 1980 only 439 , 30 6 8
Never responded 1142 133 11 6

Totals 4105' 240 5 8

'These data do not include those known to be deceased or individuals living
abroad

tistically significant diff rences were found in employment
characteristic . e only difference between members who
replied to the 1980 nonrespondent follow-up and members
who were consistent respondents was a minor variation in
type. of employer. The nonrespondent follow-up group was
more likely to work in four-year colleges while the consistent
respondents were more likely to be employed in universities
in 1980. Members who responded only in 1979 however dif-
fered from consistent respondents in several ways: profes-
sional self-identification, type of employer, and primary
work activity. The one-time 1979 respondents were more
likely to be engineers working in industry engaged in design
and .engineering. The consistent respondents were in 1979
more likely to be physicists or astronomers working in uni-
versities engaged in teaching.

Although the employment related characteristics of in-
consistent respondents differ from those reported by consis-
tent respondents at the same point in time, the direction of
these qualitative differences are very similar to the career
development patterns observed among members who re-
sponded in both years. Members who responded only once in
the past two years may have been queried after they had
already moved into more nontraditional areas of physics em-
Ployment. In contrast, consistent respondents were surveyed
before and during similar changes."Therefore, our analysis of
-after mobility may be too conservative. It is possible that
society members are moving into industry nnd applied re-
search and away from the more traditional physics careers at
a higher rate than was noted. Inconsistent respondents,
members who never responded, and dropped members were
followed up again in 1981. The data from that sample survey
will be invaluable in assessing further the vandity and reli-
ability of the scientific career development patterns reported
in this publication. -
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."----- APPENDIX E: Definitions and Technical Notes.

Employment Status,
All salary data are presented for individuals who are full-

time employed only. Where feasible, academic salaries re-
ported on a 9-10 month and 11-12 month salary base are
presented separately. When overall figures are given, no spe-
cial weighting factors have been attached. Other employ-
ment tables, which do not involve salary data, include both
full-time and part -tithe employed members unless otherwise
noted.

Field and Subfield
The field and subfield list which was sent with the ques-

tionnaire was used by respondents to indicate the area in
which they received their highest degree and their primary
subfield of current work. In addition, individuals provided
their major professional self-identification: physicist, as-
tronomer, engineer, chemist, biologist, mathematician, oth-
er scientist, or other.

Median
The median, a measure which is frequently used in this

report, is that point in a distribution above and below which
50% of the values fall. Since it is less influenced by extreme
values thMt the arithmetic mean it is the preferred descrip-
tive measure of central tendency in typically skewed salary
and age distributions. In Appendix A both median and mean
salaries are presented; observed differences reflect the skew-
ness in the distributions. .

Quartiles and the interquartile range
Seventy-five percent of the values in a distribution fall be-

low the third quartile; 25% of the values fall below the first
quartile. The interquartile range, the difference between the
third and first quartile, is a measure of variation within dis-
tributions. It is used in several of the figures to illustrate_.
salary variation.

Sampling Error
The percentages and other meaares presented in this re-

port may be affected by different sources of error. The possi-
ble effects of response bias were discussed earlier. Since these
data are based Upon a small random sample, theylare also
subject to sampling error. The variability introduced by the
sampling procedure depends both upon the size of the sub-
group being examined and the, variation of values in the
population. ,

Confidence intervals for figures presented in this report
can be estimated by the following:

proportions:

p ± Z VP(I P)
n

where

p = sample proportio observed,
n = sample size,and

Z = coefficient of confidence, 1.96

at the 95% confidenCe leyel.
I

30

means:

I + Zs/n,
where

..f = the arithmetic mean,
s = standard deviation,
n = sample size, and
Z = coefficient of confidence, 1.96

at the 95% confidence level. _

medians:

M, , that point below which AR. values fall,
M2, that point below which /IP values fall,

where

Pi = p +' Z VP" P) ,
n

Z \IP( 1 11)

n

and
p = 0.5,

3
n = sample size,

Z = coefficient of confidence, 1.96

at the 95% confidence level.

examgles:
(1) 27o of the Ph.D.'s were primarily engaged in teaching.

.
0.27 ± 1.96V 0.27(0.73)

1400
0.25-0.29,

i.e. One can say with 95% confidgce that the interval 0.25
to 0.29 covers the true proportion primarily teaching in the
society member population.

(2) The average salary for Ph.D.'s
teaching was $28 900.

28 900 ± 1.96 10 200_ $27 800$30 000,
V351

i.e. One can say with 95% confidence that thee interval
$27 800 to $30 000 covers the true mean salary' in she society
member population.

primarily engaged in

(3) The median age for all society members in 1980 was 42.8,
based .on a sample of 2096 with known age.

p, = 0.52 tlf, = 43.4

p2 = 0.48 M2 = 42.2a
o

A V 25

s

-1

i.e. One can say with 95% confidence that the inter, 42.2
to 43.4 covers the true median age in the society member

1 population.



APPENDIX F. Questionnaire Instrumentse Subfield List.

AIP MANPOWER STATISTICS DIVISION

MEMBERSHIP SAMPLE SURVEY
1980 UPDATE

r

2 PART A
HAVE YOU MADE ANY CHANGES IN THE AREAS LISTED BELOW SINCE MARCH 1979?

NO

If you have made no changes check here answer PART C and return form in enclosed envelope
-., CHANGES

If you have mVe one or more changes, check YES where appropriate below, and complete the related sections(s) in PART B

Areas of posple change
1) Highest Degree No Yes (See 81)

2) Citizenship? No Yes (See B2)

3) Professional Self-Identification? No. ,Yes (See B3)

4) Employment Status? No Yes (See B4)

5) Employer? No Yes (See B5)

6) Work Activity? No , Yes (See B6)

7) Academic Rank and/or Tenure Status? No , Yes , (See B7)

8) Subfield of Work? No Yes (See B8)

PART B
,CHANGES SINCEMARCH 1979. Circle or fill in new

1) HIGHEST DEGREE
Month and Year Received , Subfield (see list on reverse side)

2) CITIZENSHIP.

3) PROFESSIONAL SELF-IDENTIFICATION. (Circle ONE) 1-Physicist, 2-Astronomer, 3-Engineer, 4-Chemist, 5-Biologist,

6-Mathematician, 7 -Other Scientist, 8 -Other

4) -EMPLOYMENT STATUS (Circle all applicable)/-)Full rime Employed, 2-Part Time Employed, 3-Not Employed-seeking employment,
1,4-Not Employed-not seeking employment, 5-Post Doc., 6-Student

5) PLEASE PRINT FULL NAME OF EMPLOYER

6) PRIMARY WORK ACTIVITY (Circle ONE)

SECONDARY WORK' ACTIVITY: (Circle ONE)

1-Teaching, 2-Basic Research, 3-Applied Research,

4-Development, 5-Design/Engineering, 6-Administration, 7 -Other

1-Teaching, 2-Basic Research, 3-Applied Research, .

4-Development, 5-Design/Engineering, 6-Administration, 7 -Other

ZIP CODE

7) ACADEMIC RANK TENURE STATUS. 1-Tenured, 2-Tenure Line, 3 -Other

8) .SUBFIELO OF WORK (See list on reverse side)
PRIMARY.

SECONDARY
1-Theoretical, 2- Experimental, 3-Neither

1-Theoretical, 2-Experimental, 3-Neither

PART C
ANNUAL SALARY $
If academic, is salary se 1-(9 or 10 months), 2-(11 or 12 months)
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AIP MANPOWER STATISTICS DIVISION.

MEMBERSHIP SAMPLE SURVEY

P
L
E
A
S
E

Print numbers Clearly In
boxes as follows:
0123 45b789

For checkoffs, use the digit
'I' In place of check marks
USE A NUMBER 2 PENCIL

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
0 MAJOR PROFESSIONAL SELF-IDENTIFICATION (SELECT ONE)

PHYSICIST , ASTRONOMER ENGINEER CHEMIST BIOLOGIST MATHEMATICIAN OTHER SCIENCE OTHER

HIGHEST DEGREE

0 LEVEL
PHD MASTERS BACHELORS OTHER

®DATE OF BIRTH
MONA DAY YEAR

EMPLOYED
FULL TIME PART TIME

DATE REC'D.

MONTH YEAR

®SEX ()CITIZENSHIP
MALE FEMALE US

0
NON US
PERMANENT VISA

NON US
TEMPORARY VISA El

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

SEEKING NOT SEEKING ()POST DOLT .,......)NOT EMPLOYED

0 PRIMARY SUBFIELD
OF DEGREE

THE()
RETICAL

EXPERIS AE TL AC CT HOENDE LFI SRO, M

MENTAL

II

ORACE/ETHNIC

NEITHER

OTHER
WHITE BLACK ORIENTAL ASIAN

NATIVE
AMERICAN MEXICAN PUERTO

INDIAN AMERICAN RICAN OTHER

STUDENT?..
YES NO YES NO

INFORMATION ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT
IF CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING

0 TYPE OF EMPLOYER .
FEDERALLY

SECONDARY GOVERN -FUNDED NON SELF
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE JR COLLEGE SCHOOI, INDUSTRY MENT R 8 0 CENTERS PROFIT EMPLOYED OTHER

LIF ACADEMIC. (ANSWER a and b)

a) PRIMARY ACADEMIC RANK '
(e9 Augoffm)

ASSOC ASST LECTURER/ RESEARCH ADMIN
PROFESSOR PROF PROF INSTRUCTOR ASSOCIATE ISTRATOR OTHER

©PLEASE PRINT FULL NAME OF
EMPLOYER

EMPLOYER
ZIP CODE

OLFYPE QF WORK ACTWITY
(INDICATE PRIMARY AND $ECONOARy)

414BASIC APPLIED DEVELOP DESIGN/ ADMiNtS
TEACHING RESEARCH RESEARCH MENT ENGINEERING TRATION OTHER

PLEASE DO NOT

I ...I I 1
MARK THESE BOXES

b) TENURE STATUS
TENURED TENURE LINE OTHER

°FIELD OR SUBFIELD OF WORK (INDICATE PRIMARY
AND SECONQARY) (SEE ATTACHED LIST)

E
2)

II

[II

i 0
2E `--- c.

32
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THEO. EXPERI NEITHER
RETICAL MENTAL

0 ANNUAL SALARY

S

IF ACADEMIC
INDICATE
SALARY EASE 9-10 MOS IL-12 MOS



4

SUBFIELD LIST .

/

PHYSICS* ASTRONOMY

001 ASTRONOMY

040 °ASTROPHYSICS

ENGINEERING

835 AERONAUTICAL & ASTRONAUTICAL

840- CHEMICAL

070 ACOUSTICS 845 ELECTRICAL

100 ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS 850 ELECTRONIC --
130 BIOPHYSICS 855 ENVIRONMENTAL

160 CHEMICAL PHYSICS 860 MECHANICAL

190 CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 865 NUCLEAR

220 ELECTROMAGNETISM 870 SYSTEMS

250 ELECTRONICS 890 ENGINEERING, GENERAL

280 ELEMENTARY PARTICLES & FIELDS 891 ENGINEERING, OTHER

310 FLUID DYNAMICS -

350 GEOPHYSICS

380 HIGH POLYMER PHYSICS OTHER SCIENCE

410 LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS 895 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
4

440 MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 900 CHEMISTRY
470 MECHANICS 905 COMPUTER SCIENCE .0.-
500 MEDICAL PHYSICS' 910 EARTH & ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
530 NUCLEAR PHYSICS 915 MATERIALS SCIENCE

560 OPTICS 920 -forATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

590 PLASMA PHYSICS 925 PSYCHOLOGY

620 RHEOLOGY 945 SCIENCE ADMINISTRATION

650 THERMAL PHYSICS 950 SCIENCE, OTHER

680

740

,SOLID STATE PHYSICS
..

VACUUM SCIENCE

1

760 FYSICS, GENERAL OTHER AREAS

790 PHYSICS EDUCATION, PRE-COLLEGE 955' EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

800 PHYSICS EDUCATION, COLLEGE 975 OTHER ADMINISTRATION

820 PHYSICS, OTHER 999 NON-SCIENCE, OTHER

I

R
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c
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